RED, CREAM OR TORTIE SOCIETY
30TH NOVEMBER 2019
MRS SANDRA MOORE
Two super combined breed shows, with the Chinchilla, Silver Tabby & Smoke Cat Society.
My thanks to Show Managers Stuart & Barbara McEwen for the most welcomed invitation
it was a real treat for me to judge at this friendly and well supported event. A good entry of
quality cats both Persian and Exotic, now being joined by the British Section, who did not
disappoint also a good entry, of lovely exhibits. I am so grateful to have Val Anderson Drew
as my companion for the day, Val came up from Southampton for her day with the Fluffies,
always good company I hope you enjoyed your day as much as I did Val, a smashing
steward she handles the cats with great care and kindness, and chivied me along so we got
finished in good time, we had a pleasant and very interesting day together.
BLACK PERSIAN ADULT class 314
CC & BOB TO – ROBERTS ALASKAN CLEOPATRA (PER n) F (14.07.2018) Dear little Black
female of sixteen months head and body both very feminine with a sweet nature. Deep
orange eyes they are truly wonderful and just brim full of colour and expression, good
breadth across the top of her head with a well rounded smooth forehead, fairly small round
tipped ears complete with an abundance of interior furnishings, short broad nose with a
small but perfectly shaped shiny black leather, cheeks plumping up nicely as she matures,
good chin and muzzle bite looks ok. Cobby compact frame with a full short proportionate
tail. Long soft coat with a full frill which covers her shoulders, framing the head beautifully,
falling between her front legs to form a bib, there is a hint of grey fur hiding here and there
but generally it is true intense black, shining with health and good condition, I understand
this certificate today makes her up to Champion, so many congratulations to the
owner/breeder.
MISC CLASSES
AC SELF ADULT class 472
1st ROBERTS ALASKAN CLEOPATRA (PER n) see above.
AC ADULT MALE NOT BRED BY EXHIBITOR class 476
1st FISHER’S CH ALMERIANS FURRARI (IMP) (EXO d 22) m (25.06.2018) Red Classic Tabby
Exotic boy almost eighteen months old, he has grown into a very solid, chunky
heavyweight, he stands square on short very thick legs and large rounded paws. Super
wide and very rounded bold head with neat ears set well to the sides fitting into the
contours perfectly, lovely round bright orange eyes, rich red tabby pattern to his thick
short and dense coat, very nice to handle.
2ND LOVESY’S TYTHERTON BERTIE BASSETT (PER n 03) M (30.01.2019) Black & White BiColour boy really well developed for 10 months and very striking, with a pleasing white
facial blaze and lovely bold orange eyes, his full coat covers his solid well fed body ending
with a very full and bushy tail, smashing temperament.
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AC RADIUS ADULT class 488
1st FAIRBANKS IGR CH JEMINEVE SPARK OF MAGIC (PER f 03) F (17.05.2017) Tortie & White
girl of two and a half, very attractive with pretty facial features, good balance between her
broad head and well shaped body, with firm legs and well furred paws, nice type with neat
ears and short broad nose, well filled cheeks and a firm muzzle and chin, bite good. Lovely
full coat well patched with black and red with sparkling white, she looked lovely and so easy
going a pleasure to handle.
AC KITTEN 14 WKS – 6 MTHS class 490
1st MOLLOY’S PORSHALENA SHEER ELEGANCE (PER a 03) F (13.07.2019) Blue & High White
Van kitten of just four and a half months, well grown body of good substance and quite
cobby in shape, well built for her age, beautifully presented, almost all white coat with a
light blue patch sound to the roots, over her right ear and a completely blue tail, head
beginning to broaden out with very neat ears , lovely burnt orange eyes full and round in
shape, short broad nose with a pink leather, sweet natured and beautifully turned out for
the show.
2nd FISHER’S OWLETTS HONEYSUCKLE (EXO e 22) F (03.08.2019) Darling little Cream Classic
Tabby Exotic girl just on four months, light boned and dainty at present, very nice type and
pleasing wide set ears, with the most enormous big bold eyes that follow your every move,
neat and cobby in the body with a dinky tail, overall a very good pattern to her coat which is
fairly short and dense with a springy texture, handled well.
3rd PAYNE’S ROSEBRIDGE TOMMYCOOPER (PER n 23) M (17.08.2019) Brown Mackerel
Tabby boy the youngest in the class at three and a half months but very well structured
already, tabby pattern still to come through on his long coat, lovely condition and
temperament .
AC KITTEN 6 – 9 MTHS class 491
1st LAVIS’S OWLETTS CELTIC CREAM (EXO e 22) M (13.03.2019) Cream Classic Tabby Lovely
strong eight and a half month old kitten, large muscular frame that is weighty with a broad
cobby body, strong short legs and large round paws. Very thick tail, proportionate to his
overall physique. Round head of good breadth which balances well to his body, with neat
round tipped ears, full cheeks and rounded forehead, bold appearance to his deep orange
eyes which are very full, his nose is short and broad bite and chin both good. Coat is short
dense and plush standing away from his body, pale cream ground with richer classic cream
markings, a sweet boy well shown.
AC KITTEN FEMALE BRED BY EXHIBITOR class 495
1st FISHER/WYLIE’S TRANSCEND FABERGE (EXO g 03) F (14.07.2019) Tortie & White Exotic
girl of four and a half months, and already looking very promising, lovely type head with
neat round tipped ears sitting well apart, her large wide awake eyes settling down to a
good deep orange in colour, very short broad nose of even width with stop to the profile,
super well patched face and body with very nice tidy demarcation of the colours against
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sparkling white, medium sized body with a dinky short thick tail, coat beginning thicken up
and well groomed, smashing kitty.
2nd FISHER’S OWLETTS HONEYSUCKLE (EXO e 22) see above.
AC DEBUTANTE KITTEN FEMALE class 499
1st GOLDSMITH’S MIGANG DOLLY MIXTURE (EXO g 03 22) F (02.04.2019) Blue Tortie
Tabby & White almost eight months with a balanced head small neat side set ears and very
nice eyes of clear orange, short broad nose and in profile there is a rounded forehead, good
chin and bite. Well grown of good bone and bodyweight, firm legs and medium length tail.
Coat plush with good blue cream and tabby patching with snowy white, so friendly a peach
to judge.
AC NOVICE KITTEN FEMALE class 503
1ST GOLDSMITH’S MIGANG DOLLY MIXTURE (EXO g 03 22) see above.
AC VISITORS KITTEN class 507
1st LAVIS’S OWLETTS CELTIC CREAM (EXO e 22) see above.
2nd MOLLOY’S PORSHALENA SHEER ELEGANCE (PER a 03) see above.
3rd PAYNE’S ROSEBRIDGE TOMMYCOOPER (PER n 23) see above.
My apologies as this part of my report (British section 3) was omitted from my original
report.
NEWPORT’S CH CARASSACAT ESME (BSH g) F (21.04.2018) Blue Tortie female of eighteen
months and looking much more mature than her age would suggest, well built for a girl with
plenty of good condition. Pleasing type with a well rounded forehead wide set ears round
tipped and very neat so fitting in nicely to the contours, short straight and broad nose with
a blue leather, round eyes well opened a deep shade of orange, whisker pads and cheeks
all filling out as she matures to give ideal rounding to the muzzle, firm chin bite perfect.
Feminine and nicely rounded body shape, she is deceptively heavy and well muscled up,
with breadth across her shoulders, sturdy legs, nicely shaped paws, tail very much in
proportion with body and has a rounded tip. Lovely, short coat on this girl not only does it
have a crisp texture but is thick and dense with super intermingling of cream on a medium
blue, throughout her body and tail her face has some patches of cream with a small amount
of blue in the patches breaking up the colour very nicely, most appealing girl I would be
more than happy to award a Grand to.
BRITISH BLUE CREAM, LILAC OR FAWN TORTIE KITTEN class 424
1st & BOB TO 64 – MISKOVIC/KINMAN’S CHUPAVI DYNASTY OF DIDA DEWA (BSH r) F
(17.07.2019) Fawn Tortie what a lovely little girl four and a half months old and already her
coat is showing a wonderful example of both colours intermingled evenly throughout her
body. Her head has just the right balance and type, round and apple shaped with very nice
eye colour coming through they look to be a promising deep orange when fully settled, ears
are reasonably neat and set quite wide, short straight nose the profile shows a gentle break
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with nose tip leading down in line to her chin, although cheeks still to fully fill out her muzzle
is quite strong and chin has depth bite level. Neat compact body her frame is short and
square with balanced limbs and a matching tail for length. Her coat as mentioned is a
wonderful mix of warm toned fawn complimenting the cream to give maximum appeal,
both colours mingling throughout the coat on her face tail and at least three legs, although I
think I could see a tiny bit of cream on the remaining foot, coat is typically kitten soft short
and dense and very well presented, lovely natured kitty a pleasure to handle.
2ND TO 62 - MISKOVIC/KINMAN’S CHUPAVI DAWN OF ELIZABETH (BSH g) F (17.07.2019
Blue Tortie girl and I believe litter sister to above winner and they are very similar, with a
good british look about both, neat round face with cheeks developing width, round tipped
ears not overly big and set quite wide on her fairly broad head, nice gentle profile showing
a rounded brow with a slight break to her short straight nose and chin in line, very nice eye
shape developing a good orange colour although they could be larger for perfection, bite
level and muzzle is firm but could do with a bit more width for perfect balance. Petite
cobby body with nicely boned legs, tail mirrors the body in length. Very good short dense
coat although rather soft it a lovely medium blue which sets off the pale cream giving very
good distribution of both colours in a mingled fashion over the body including her tail, her
face is rather blue with cream to both sides and on her ears with one large patch of cream
on her back which is broken up with blue, again lovely temperament well shown.
3rd TO 65 - ACTON’S IDLEBECK ENYA (BSH g) F (18.03.2019) Blue Tortie girl of eight and a
half months she has bodied up nicely and is a good size and weight. Broad and fairly
rounded head her ears are set wide apart but very open and looking a tad obvious, round
well opened eyes a very nice depth of orange, long and straight broad nose, showing a
slight whisker pinch at present which makes her muzzle look square, good strength and
depth to her chin with a scissor bite. A big kitten she is very well grown of good substance,
body just gone a touch long with matching tail for length, fairly thick with a rounded tip, she
stands a little high on thickly boned legs with ample sized paws. Well presented coat of
good density and quite crisp, of medium blue and cream which is well intermingled on her
back and tail, both colours are mingled on her face with a solid cream patch on the side of
her chin, the legs and feet all show tipping and look solid blue, again nice natured.
4th TO 63 - ELLIOT-JENKINS BIGGLESWORTH FANCY NANCY (BSH g) F (19.07.2019) Blue
Tortie sweet kitten of just over four months, with a gentle nature. Round apple head ears
are set well apart but rather bonneted, with a very heavy brow line eyes are a good shape
and nice orange colour but small and deep set, in profile she has quite a curve to her nose,
plump cheeks give her face a full and rounded appearance with a deep chin and level bite.
Cobby and chunky body of good weight with a short thick tail rounded at the tip, sturdy
little legs and rounded paws. Soft kitten coat quite thick in texture with density developing,
predominantly a darker blue with intermingling of cream over some of the head body and
tail, there is a cream patch on her tummy chin and throat with cream to two limbs, some
silvered tipping to paws, well presented.

MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES
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AC ADULT MALE class 528
1st TO 49 - WHITELEY’S ADMIRARI ROCCO (BSH e 03) M (13.05.2015) Cream & White
handsome male four and a half years of age and no doubting he is fully mature, I like his
Solid and robust body he has the type size and substance so good to see in a male with an
easy going nature too. Very bold, wide head his ears are a nice rounded shape and sit
well apart, facially his head is very round and full with apple cheeks and full jowls, sleepy
eyes a nice shade of orange, short very broad nose with a pink leather, chin and bite both
good. This boy is a real heavyweight his body is well rounded with width to his chest at his
shoulders and rump, sturdy legs are needed to hold this chap up and, he has them, with
ample paws, thick tail in balance with his body. Clearly patched coat of a sound cream on
white, about 45% white to colour a nice white blaze to his face with a cream spot to one
side of his nose, white collar and patches to his back with white to his under parts, very nice
overall and so well balanced his coat is short, thick and crisp, a pleasure to judge.
AC ADULT MALE NOT BRED BY EXHIBITOR class 534
1st TO 51 - PROCTOR’S GR CH CRYSTAL FLAME’S JOKER POKER (BSH e 02 62) M (10.04.2018)
Cream & High White (harlequin) I handled this boy in March and said he was very innocent
and youthful looking, now nineteen months old and another seven months down the line
not a lot has changed, still looking adolescent both in head and body and again almost
kitten like he just does not want to grow up!! Broad round head with neat round tipped
ears set well apart, super eyes large and very round, and a lovely deep orange, nose is
straight short and broad, cheeks are well filled and his muzzle and chin both show strength
and depth with a level bite. Medium sized body with proportionate legs, tail is quite thick
with a rounded tip. Coat still has a more softer texture than is desirable, but it has become
more dense and beginning to thicken up, mostly pristine white and sound pale cream, with
good demarcation to the patches, and a nicely patched face, cream tail with a patch on legs
and on the body, very sweet natured boy, well presented.
AC NOVICE ADULT class 538
1ST TO 50 - MISKOVIC/TINMAN’S BERBERIS LAKKI CATS (BSH a 03) M (20.09.2018) Blue &
White boy solid and powerfully built for just fourteen months and a bit restless and fidgety.
Head is a good shape and quite round ears sit wide apart, short and very broad nose with a
pink leather, orange eyes round and well opened, facially quite mature looking with good
strength to his muzzle, but still to fully broad across the cheeks, and a little squarish on the
jawline, a firm chin and level bite. Substantial body if a tad rangy as it did look a little long,
he is well built with a short thick neck and strength across his shoulders, legs well boned
with fleshy paws, good length round tipped tail. Medium blue patching, with about 40%
sparkling white he has an even white blaze to his face with blue patching over his head ears
and body with a fully coloured tail, white to a full collar, legs chest and tummy, shown in
good condition.
AC SPECIAL LIMIT ADULT class 540
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1st TO 46 - DALTON-HOBBS CH LORASTON REDDY TEDDY (BSH d) M (08.08.2018) Red boy
this youngster is just fifteen months old, well muscled with good overall boning particularly
to his limbs. Head body and tail are all in balance. Stylish boy, with true British type. His
head is broad round and apple shaped with reasonably full cheeks, small neat ears set well
apart fitting into the head contours nicely, large wide awake deep orange eyes, in profile
his forehead is gently rounded with a short straight nose, with a deep chin and level bite.
Strong compact shaped body with good breadth across his chest and beginning to acquire
some width to his rump, he stands on short sturdy legs with large rounded paws, a short
thick neck connects the head to body, with a medium length wide, round tipped tail. Really
lovely vibrant coat the colour is a really eye catching rich red that makes him stand out,
short dense and fairly crisp, with some tabby showing through but not excessive, friendly
boy.
2ND TO 48 - DALTON-HOBBS STONEMARR STEVIE NICKS (BSH g 03) F (01.09.2018) Blue
Tortie & White of fourteen months, there is a lot to like about this youngster not least of all
her super coat for colours pattern and quality. Head has width and depth, ears could just
do with being a little wider set and dropping a bit more to the sides for perfection, lovely
round orange eyes bringing a soft expression to her face, short broad nose with a sweet
patched leather, cheeks are beginning to fill out, looking a tad square in the muzzle at
present but chin is firm and strong with a wide and tidy bite. Solid and chunky girl standing
on short thickly boned legs with fleshy paws, medium length tail matches the body and is
quite thick with a rounded tip. Now for the best bit, her coat is just wonderful the patching
leaves nothing wanting, with sparkling white to her facial blaze white to chest legs and
saddle, the light sound blue and cream is patched on her tail over her back with cream
patches to her legs, blue and cream to her face with a cream spot just below her nose and a
cream chin, delightful and so so cute.
AC KITTEN FEMALE BRED BY EXHIBITOR class 553
What a super class so many beautiful kittens, all deserving of a high place, what a headache.
1ST TO 60 - BRADLEY’S SHEEPHOUSE ESME (BSH h) F (19.03.2019) Attractive Chocolate
Tortie girl of eight and a half months well developed in both head and body and presented
in super condition. Round head with developing cheeks and muzzle, her ears are well
shaped and rounded at the tips sitting well apart, full bright wide awake orange eyes with a
surprised expression, short broad nose with a chocolate leather, deep full chin that lines
up in profile and nice tidy bite. Compact and solid body with good boning to her limbs,
thick tail balances to the body. Her coat is a really good mix of chocolate intermingled with
rich red, soft and springy to the touch short with a little crispness to the texture coming
through, both colours show up well on her face ears head body and tail, all four legs look to
be broken and randomly mingled with the colours, very nice kitten.
2nd TO 68 - WHITELEY’S ADMIRARI VANESSA PELZ (BSH e 01 62) F (02.05.2019) Very
attractive Cream & White Van kitten almost seven months, showing a wonderful expression
of the Van pattern, well grown and of ample size and weight. Very good head well
rounded with wide set ears medium in size settling into the contours nicely, straight nose
looking quite short with a dear pink leather, expressive eyes round and full showing a good
depth of orange, plump whisker pads and full cheeks with good rounding to her muzzle,
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chin just about in line, bite level. Medium sized body of good substance, she stands on
short thick legs with shapely paws. The coat is mainly chalk white with pale sound cream,
she has a solid cream tail with one cream ‘thumb print’ just above the tail on lower back
with cream on her face this consists of two clearly defined cream patches above her eyes
and just encroaching on to her left ear a little way, divided by white, the rest of this pretty
girl is all snowy white, groomed to perfection.
EX 2ND TO 55 - MISKOVIC/TINMAN’S CHUPAVI DYNASTY OF DIDDA DEWA (BSH f) see above.
3rd TO 55 - DALTON-HOBBS LORASTON LULU-LOUBOUTIN (BSH c) F (28.06.2019) Lilac kitty I
judged just recently, she still has that appealing and very sweet face, nice well formed head
with neat ears in a good wide setting, lovely eyes round and full the colour is now a deeper
orange, short broad nose with a lilac leather, firm chin level bite, muzzle could be broader
with more cheek development to come. Cobby yet dainty and feminine body of good
weight with nicely proportioned legs and paws, tail is short and thick with a rounded tip.
Pale pinky/lilac coat is short quite dense with some resilience to the touch, as yet still baby
soft in texture, so nice to handle.
Ex 3RD TO 66 - NEWMAN’S MOORMIST MELANGE (BSH f 03) F (03.05.2019) Bonny Tortie &
White female just going on for seven months and although lower in the placings it does not
really illustrate how nice she is in her own right. Very good head well rounded with wide
set neatly placed ears, full very round eyes still changing colour, set well apart, straight
nose looking quite short and broad, chin and muzzle round off nicely, her cheeks just
require a little more time to widen out, bite level. Good weight to her firm if a little
longish body, short strong legs with well rounded paws, medium thickness and length to her
tail which is rounded at the tip. Overall a very well patched coat shiny black and rich red
well patched with a little less white to the head and body, tail fully patched with the
colours, generally it is short and dense with a hint of crispness, gentle natured girl.
4th ACTON’S TO 65 - IDLEBECK ENYA (BSH g) see above.
AC MAIDEN KITTEN MALE class 558
1st TO 57 - DAMBERGA’S CHUPAVI DADDY SANG BASS (BSH p) M (17.07.2019) Fawn baby 0f
four and a half months, interestingly I have had his two litter sisters in my open class
above, he has that same good overall type he is a little bigger with just a slightly stronger
body structure. Nicely rounded head ears quite neat just a tad open but are set well apart
with good rounding to the tips, in profile there is a gentle break to his nose which is broad
and straight leading to a pinkish/fawn leather, nice eye shape full and round the colour
clearing to look a pleasing orange, he has good width across his muzzle, cheeks developing
some fullness, chin and bite good. He stands square and is well proportioned with strength
to his well boned legs complete with rounded paws, tail is fairly thick with a rounded tip.
His coat is short and has some density although still kitten soft the colour is pale and sound
to the roots and just needs to warm up to more of a rosy mushroom ‘glow’ very promising
kitten.
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Report end – Sandra Moore.
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